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Two models exist for the orientational distribution of the long molecular axes in smectic-A liquid crystals:
the conventional unimodal distribution and the “cone-shaped” de Vries distribution. The de Vries hypothesis
provides a plausible picture of how, at a molecular level, a first-order Sm-A to Sm-C* transition may occur,
especially if there is little or no concomitant shrinkage of the layer spacing. This work investigates two
materials with such transitions: C7 and TSiKN65. The azimuthal distribution of in-layer directors is probed
using IR and polarized Raman spectroscopy, which allows us to obtain orientational order parameters. In
C7, we observe a discontinuous change in the order parameter, the magnitude of which is small compared with
the corresponding change in the in-layer director tilt angle �. Assuming that the smectic-A liquid crystal is of
the de Vries type, we calculate the � required to reproduce the apparent order parameter �P2�app, obtained from
IR, by using the true order parameter �P2�, obtained from polarized Raman scattering. The results indicate that,
for C7, the tilt angle so calculated is much smaller than that in the Sm-C* angle and hence de Vries behavior
may not be the appropriate explanation in this case. Conversely, we find that TSiKN65 shows a different
behavior to C7, which can be explained in terms of the de Vries concept. Thus, we conclude that either type of
distribution may exist in Sm-A phases which undergo a first-order transition to the Sm-C* phase. We also
discuss the changes in the smectic layer spacing and the orientational order parameters across the Sm-A-
Sm-C* phase transition, together with changes in birefringence with applied electric field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A rod-shaped molecular system may form smectic-A
and/or smectic-C liquid crystals �Sm-A and/or Sm-C�, which
are orientationally ordered fluids with a one-dimensional
density wave. The phase structure can also be regarded as an
arrangement of rod-shaped molecules in smectic layers,
though not definitely defined as in layered solid crystals. The
wave vector is parallel to the smectic layer normal ê, and the
definiteness of the smectic layer is specified by positional
order parameters. As in nematic liquid crystals, the director
n̂ is usually defined as the averaged direction of the long
axes of the constituent molecules and the orientational order
parameters are introduced to specify the orientational distri-
bution of the long axes around the director. The director in
Sm-A is parallel to the smectic layer normal, while it is tilted
and makes an angle of � in Sm-C. When the molecules are
optically active, the chiral smectic-C phase �Sm-C*� is ob-
served; ferroelectricity emerges with spontaneous polariza-
tion perpendicular to the tilt plane defined by ê and n̂, and
the director forms helicoidal structure with a pitch on the �m

scale and the axis parallel to ê. The Sm-A-Sm-C* phase tran-
sition is mainly driven by intermolecular interactions produc-
ing Sm-C* and not by a ferroelectric coupling between the
permanent dipoles. Thus the spontaneous polarization in
Sm-C* is not the primary order parameter.

Various molecular models for Sm-C have been proposed
since the 1970s, and these have tried to reveal different fac-
tors which may be responsible for the tilt. Among them, a
model proposed by van der Meer and Vertogen �1� seems to
be realistic, which is based on the electrostatic interaction
between the off-center dipole and the polarizability of neigh-
boring molecules. Recently Govind and Madhusudana �2,3�
modified this model. They based their model on the physical
basis of the molecular structures of the compounds that lead
to the formation of Sm-C* phase. They consider interactions
between the dipoles that are situated off the central axis of
the neighboring molecules and assume that the polarizability
of the molecules lies at their centers. In spite of the differ-
ence in the manner in which the particular interactions are
taken into account by different models, the corresponding
model interaction potentials are similar from the mathemati-
cal point of view and they all have the symmetry of the
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction �2–8�. Accumulated ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations led to a conclusion
that the Sm-A-Sm-C phase transition may not be of the
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disorder-order type with the director tilt � exp�i�� as the
primary order parameter �9�. It should be noted, however,
that the disorder-order aspect was emphasized in the early
stages of investigation in connection with either the molecu-
lar biaxiality �10–13� or a small change in the smectic layer
spacing occurring at the Sm-A to Sm-C* transition �14–20�.
The biaxiality is still believed to be a result, but not a cause,
of the director tilting in Sm-C. In fact, Priest showed that
even an idealized system of uniaxial molecules may form
Sm-C �4�. On the contrary, the small change in the layer
spacing has received renewed interest due to the recognition
of the extremely reduced tilting correlation between the ad-
jacent layers in antiferroelectric liquid crystals �Sm-CA

*�. Its
importance has also been emphasized in the manufacture of
the high-quality electro-optic devices based on ferroelectric
or antiferroelectric liquid crystals.

Two papers published in 1977 by de Jeu and de Poorter
�15� and by de Vries �16� reported that the Sm-A-Sm-C
phase transition in two compounds they investigated would
be of disorder-order type since the smectic layer spacing de-
termined by x-ray diffraction scarcely showed a temperature
variation. They concluded that the molecular long axis is
tilted from the smectic layer normal ê by 15°–17° in both
Sm-A and Sm-C. In fact, most molecules make quite large
angles with the smectic layer normal in Sm-A because the
orientational order parameter S= �P2� is significantly less
than unity; for S=0.8, the average molecular tilt angle is
about 19°. In his later publications �18–20�, de Vries intro-
duced “the diffuse-cone model” and “the preferred angle �m
between the molecular long axes and the smectic layer
normal.” Although the term “director” could not be found in
his papers, the distribution function de Vries used �Eq. 2 in
Ref. �19�� indicates that he actually considered the director.
Consequently, we can summarize the disorder-order aspect
of the Sm-A-Sm-C phase transition he intended to emphasize
as follows: The director is tilted from ê by an angle of
� even in Sm-A, but it distributes randomly around ê to
assure the uniaxiality of Sm-A. Such a Sm-A is completely
different from ordinary Sm-A. This is a tilted phase and
hence belongs to the Sm-C family, although it has been des-
ignated as de Vries Sm-A for convenience. Since the director
tilts in a single direction in Sm-C, the apparent orientational
ordering of molecular long axes is expected to become
higher in Sm-C than in de Vries Sm-A.

Suppose �=const during the phase transition; it is under-
standable that the smectic layer spacing does not change. But
how can we envisage the existence of de Vries Sm-A? In his
first paper about this topic, de Vries suggested an “uncou-
pling of the tilt directions of adjacent layers” �16�. The
density-wave character of smectic layers, as had been estab-
lished at the time, made it difficult to accept the concept of
uncoupling. The discovery of anticlinic antiferroelectric
Sm-CA

* , however, did remove this difficulty, at least in prin-
ciple �21�. The tilting correlation of the in-layer directors
in adjacent layers is reduced in Sm-CA

* , because the smectic
layer is well defined �22,23� and the free energy difference
between synclinic ferroelectric Sm-C* and anticlinic anti-
ferroelectirc Sm-CA

* is very small �8,24,25�. The phase tran-
sition from Sm-CA

* to Sm-C* can easily be induced by a

moderate electric field E�105 V m−1. This means that the
Sm-CA

* can also be strongly affected by other macroscopic
factors including substrate boundary conditions �26–28�. In
fact, Langevin-like director reorientation was observed in an
interface-induced disordered Sm-C*-like state �designated as
Sm-CR

* , where the suffix R refers to “random distribution of
n̂ around ê”� �29–32�. It should be noted that Sm-CR

* was
originally proposed by Fukuda and by Inui et al. in connec-
tion with the “V-shaped switching” �33,34�. More recently,
the Sm-A phase in the bulk of some liquid crystals has been
reported to be of the de Vries type �35–37�. The sliding phase
reported recently is an analog of Sm-CR

* or de Vries Sm-A in
lyotropic liquid crystals �38�. A significantly different phase
was proposed by de Vries et al. �18,37,39,40,42� which is
now believed to be what de Vries thought was the correct
phase, which he intended to introduce to explain his experi-
mental observations �43�. In this phase, the in-layer directors
are tilted but the tilting direction specified by the azimuthal
angle varies even in a single layer. Here it is natural to con-
sider the local in-layer directors. Meyer and Percovits �44�
showed that the system will form a modulated Sm-C* phase
consisting of a regular network of defect walls and possibly
points. If the spacing of these defects is in the subvisible
range, this modulated Sm-C* phase should look like de Vries
Sm-A. The spacing between such defects has not yet been
observed in the uv-visible spectral region as the experiment
on the circular dichroism did not give any signal on a com-
pound that showed de Vries Sm-A phase.

The purpose of this paper is to determine the director’s
azimuthal distribution and to confirm whether or not a
de Vries Sm-A phase exists in either of two materials:
TSiKN65 and 4-�3-methyl-2-chloropentanoyloxy�4�-heptyl-
oxybiphenyl �C7�. The second compound C7 belongs to a
family of chiral smectic materials that show a first-order
Sm-A to Sm-C* transition. We first obtain apparent orienta-
tional order parameters by using IR and polarized Raman
spectroscopy in Secs. II A and II B. At the phase transition to
Sm-C*, a discontinuous increase in the order parameters is
actually observed in C7 but the change is rather small as
compared with a large jump in the tilt angle. Then in Sec. III
we calculate the corresponding apparent orientational order
parameters by assuming de Vries Sm-A with appropriate �.
By comparing the calculated and experimentally obtained
�P2�app and �P4�app, we try to separate out the fluctuational
molecular tilt and the real director tilt. The results indicate
that for C7 there in no need to consider the existence of de
Vries behavior. This type of phase is possibly present in only
some siloxane-based materials or compounds with large tilt
angles �36,40,42,45�. In other words, the established models
for ordinary Sm-A and SmC* may be sufficient for reproduc-
ing the observed order parameters and for describing the
phase transition in some of the compounds that also show a
first-order Sm-A to Sm-C* transition. We discuss the changes
in the smectic layer spacing and in the order parameters
across the Sm-A-Sm-C* phase transition and a change in the
birefringence with the electric field. We compare and con-
trast the results obtained for C7 with a recently reputed de
Vries material TSiKN65.
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II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. Infrared spectroscopy in homeotropically
and homogeneously aligned cells

A cell for infrared measurements was prepared using
ZnSe windows and a Mylar spacer of thickness 6.3 �m. Ho-
meotropic alignment of C7 was obtained by coating the win-
dows of the cell with chromolane films cured at 120 °C. The
cell was filled with the sample compound in its isotropic
phase. The chemical structure and phase sequence are given
in Fig. 1. The texture of the sample observed under a polar-
izing microscope confirmed an excellent homeotropic align-
ment in Sm-A; it was found to be a single-domain texture.
After the phase transition into Sm-C*, it became multido-
main texture �domains with different azimuthal angles at the
surface�. This is due to the azimuthal freedom of tilting di-
rections. This implies that the azimuthal angle of the director
can take all possible angles with equal probability from 0 to
2� on the surface of the film. This is confirmed by the ab-
sence of IR dichroism. The absorbance when integrated over
the area of the IR beam �diameter of the beam �10 �m� is
independent of the projection of the director on the plane of
the window. The IR absorbance measurements were carried
out in the transmission mode with a temperature step of
0.5 K using a Fourier transform infrared Bio-Rad FTS-6000
spectrometer equipped with a fast MCT detector. For the
homeotropically aligned sample in the Sm-A phase, IR di-
chroism was also absent for the reason already given; hence
there was no need for the use of a polarizer for this part of
the experiment. The spectra were averaged over 32 scans.
The absorbance band of the phenyl ring C-C stretching mode
at 1608 cm−1 was then fitted using a Voigt function and the
integrated area under the absorbance band was obtained.

Figure 2 shows the normalized area under the absorbance
band, A� /Aiso, in the homeotropically aligned sample. This
ratio is proportional to the projection of the square of the
transition moments in perpendicular direction to the layer
normal in the liquid crystalline phases to that of the isotropic
phase. In this experiment, the IR beam is incident along the
layer normal. Here Aiso=4.29 cm−1 is the area under the ab-
sorbance band in the isotropic phase �iso� and A� is the
corresponding area in Sm-A, Sm-C*, and Sm-G*. The area in
the absorbance band has the same units as that of abscissa
since the ordinate is dimensionless. The transition dipole of
the phenyl ring C-C stretching mode is nearly parallel to the
molecular long axis. On cooling from isotropic to Sm-A, a
sudden drop in the normalized absorbance area A� /Aiso is
observed. This implies a drop in the projections of the square
of the transition moments normal to the direction of the IR
beam. This observation is consistent with the excellent ho-
meotropic alignment in Sm-A and shows that the long mo-

lecular axes are highly aligned along the direction perpen-
dicular to the substrates of the sample cell. It should be noted
that A� /Aiso decreases gradually as the temperature falls
in Sm-A. Intuitively, this decrease suggests that “Sm-A” un-
der consideration is of ordinary but not of de Vries type.
Details will be discussed in Sec. III. At the phase transition
to Sm-C*, an abrupt increase in A� /Aiso is observed. This is
a consequence of the director tilting by � from the smectic
layer normal ê. The transition dipole of the phenyl ring C-C
stretching mode would directly contribute to the measured
absorbance. As � becomes larger on cooling in Sm-C*, this
contribution increases with a further decrease in temperature.
We also plot A�, for which the measurements are made on a
homogeneously aligned cell using a polarizer in this part of
the IR experiment. The transition moment under consider-
ation is again for the phenyl stretching band. A uniform do-
main emerges for the SSFLC state as only one of the cell
surfaces is rubbed since the cell is asymmetrical �only one of
the cell surfaces is rubbed�. The director of this SSFLC state
lies in the plane of the substrate. The polarizer is rotated until
its position coincides with the director; hence, the absor-
bance is measured in a direction parallel to the director. The
absorbance increases from the isotropic to Sm-A phase as
expected. There is also a jump in the absorbance at the
Sm-A to Sm-C* transition, which obviously is due to a jump
in the order parameter. There is an increase in the absorbance
with a reduction in temperature in both Sm-A and Sm-C*

phases due to a gradual increase in the order parameter with
a reduction in temperature. The shift of the director from the
layer normal by an angle � is not seen in Sm-C* for the case
of homogeneous configuration of the cell as the polarizer is
rotated to follow the director. The absorbance and conse-
quently the order parameter are thus independent of �. The
experimental facts are that �i� the absorbance does not
change much in Sm-A and Sm-C* apart from that expected
from the temperature variations in both cases of the homeo-
tropic and homogeneous configurations and �ii� a change in
the absorbance occurs only at the SmA to Sm-C* transition.
These two observations indicate that Sm-A phase under con-
sideration is an orthogonal and not a de Vries type and fur-
thermore Sm-C* is also a conventional type of phase.

For comparison, an essentially identical IR experiment
was conducted on a homeotropic cell filled with the liquid

FIG. 1. Chemical structure and phase sequence of the liquid
crystal 4-�3-methyl-2-chloropentanoyloxy�4�-heptyloxybiphenyl
abbreviated as C7.

FIG. 2. �Color online� IR absorbance of phenyl stretching band
�1608 cm−1� in the homeotropic and homogeneous alignment of the
liquid crystalline compound C7.
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crystal TSiKN65 �Fig. 3� synthesized by Naciri et al. �46�
and studied first by Spector et al. �39�. This material also
undergoes a first-order Sm-A-Sm-C* transition. The results
for A� /Aiso, again for the phenyl ring C-C stretching mode at
1608 cm−1, are shown in Fig. 4. The sharp drop in normal-
ized absorbance area at the isotropic to Sm-A transition again
demonstrates that the sample has excellent homeotropic
alignment. However, in this case the absorbance increases
with decreasing temperature in the Sm-A phase. This sug-
gests that TSiKN65 displays de Vries–type behavior in
which the molecules become progressively more tilted as the
Sm-A phase cools towards the Sm-C* phase. Furthermore,
there is essentially no discontinuity in the absorbance �and
hence the molecular tilt� at the Sm-A to Sm-C* transition
point, although the tilt then smoothly increases with decreas-
ing temperature in the Sm-C* phase, as one conventionally
expects.

Let us obtain the apparent orientational order parameter
Sapp= �P2�app in Sm-A and Sm-C* and the director tilt in
Sm-C* from the results of the measurements on a homeotro-
pically aligned cell. Merkel et al. �47� have derived the fol-
lowing equation for the infrared absorbance with the IR
beam incident normally to the substrates in a homeotropi-
cally aligned liquid crystal cell configuration:

A�/Aiso = 1 + Sapp	3

2
sin2 � − 1
 +

1

2
Dapp sin2 � cos 2� ,

�1�

where � and � are the angles that specify the direction of the
IR transition dipole moment with respect to the long and
short molecular axes in the molecular frame of reference, and

Sapp and Dapp are the apparent orientational order parameters
for the long and short molecular axes, respectively. For the
phenyl ring C-C stretching mode, � is typically less than 6°,
and hence the terms proportional to sin2 � can be neglected.
This amounts to a negligible error of approximately 1% in
the determination of Sapp. We obtain

Sapp = 1 − A�/Aiso, �2�

and the corresponding result for C7 is presented in Fig. 5. In
ordinary Sm-A, Sapp can be considered as the molecular ori-
entational order parameter S��P2�. In Sm-C*, on the other
hand, these are related by the equation �47,48�

Sapp = SP2�cos �� , �3�

where � is the director tilt angle and P2�cos �� is the
second-order Legendre polynomial. Details will be discussed
in Sec. III.

Repeating the above analysis, we obtain the �P2�app

�Sapp values, for TSiKN65, shown in Fig. 6 �the solid black
circles�. Values of the tilt angle for this material have already
been published �40�. Selecting a few such values for tem-
peratures close to the Sm-A to sm-C transition, together with
our measured values of �P2�app, and using Eq. �3�, we obtain
the values of the true order parameter �the open black
squares shown in Fig. 6�. Taking these calculated values of
�P2� and assuming that the tilt is zero at the Sm-A-isotropic
transition, we then interpolate values of �P2� for the rest of
the temperature range using the theory developed by Chirtoc
et al. �41� �the red line in Fig. 6�. The assumption of the tilt
angle at the Sm-A-isotropic transition being zero can be jus-
tified in view of the fact that the hindered apparent rotational
order parameter Dapp is experimentally found to approach
zero at this transition. The likely explanation of the latter
result is that tilt angle at this transition must be zero. In any
case, the tilt can be no less than zero, and consequently the
interpolated values thus found can be regarded as being a
lower bound for the tilt as a function of temperature. Finally,
we use these interpolated values of �P2� and Eq. �3� again to
obtain the molecular tilt angles for the full range of tempera-
tures �the dotted blue line in Fig. 6�. It is clear that a large
molecular tilt exists in the Sm-A phase of TSiKN65, at least

FIG. 3. Chemical structure and phase sequence of
4-�3�-nitro-4�-�R�-1�methylhexyloxy�phenyl�phenyl 4-�6-heptyl-
methoxyltrisiloxyhexyloxy�benzoate �TSiKN65�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� IR absorbance of phenyl stretching band
�1608 cm−1� in the homeotropically aligned liquid crystal
TSiKN65.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Apparent orientational order parameter
Sapp and molecular S order parameters obtained from the IR experi-
ments for C7.
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30 °C near the transition to the Sm-C phase. This confirms
TSiKN65 as a material that exhibits de Vries behavior, which
allows us to conclude that some, though not all, systems with
first-order Sm-A-Sm-C* transitions are of the de Vries type.

We present a comparison of the apparent order parameter
measurements, by IR absorbance, for TSiKN65 in homoge-
neous and homeotropic configurations, respectively. The ho-
mogeneous alignment is achieved using Nissan RN1266
polyimide coating, which is baked in an oven for 12 h at a
temperature of 250 °C. The IR beam is incident along the X
axis of the laboratory frame, and the absorbance AZ is re-
corded along the layer normal in the Sm-A phase �the Z
direction� and AY is recorded along the direction perpendicu-
lar to it �the Y direction�. The set of equations �4�, from the
work of Merkel et al. �47�, are used to analyze this data. In
this calculation, we assume the order parameters C=D= P
=0 and that the polar angle � between the C-C vibration of
the benzene ring and the long molecular axis to be zero.
Results are given in Fig. 7. Surprisingly, we find that the
order parameter calculated from the absorbance AZ varies
from 0.25 to 0.3, whereas that calculated from AY is found to
be almost constant �0.4� over the entire temperature range of
the Sm-A phase, which is much closer to that found in the
homeotropic configuration. These results show that the direc-
tor of the sample may be tilted out of the plane of the win-
dow for TSiKN65. This may be one of the reasons for the
rather low apparent order parameter already observed by Ha-
yashi et al. �45� and by Collings et al. �42� using rather
different techniques. The other may be large angle ��30 °�
between the long molecular axis and the rigid core as dis-
cussed by Hayashi et al. �45�.

For C7, Sapp is fitted to the McMillan model �49� in
Sm-A and reasonable fitting of the experimental results to the
model shown in Fig. 8 is achieved. The ratio of the barrier
height to the Boltzmann constant, V0 /kB, and the positional
order parameter 	 are the fitting parameters, which are
1190 K and 0.34, respectively. These appear to be reasonable
values for Sm-A. The standard deviation for the Gaussian
distribution of the molecular fluctuation, 
, of the tilt angle
as a function of temperature is also shown in Fig. 8.

B. Polarized Raman spectroscopy in homogeneously
aligned cells

A homogeneously aligned sandwich cell of 1.5 �m in
thickness of the material C7 was prepared for polarized Ra-
man scattering experiments. The material was introduced in
the isotropic phase between two quartz glass substrates
plated with indium tin oxide using the capillary effect. Those
substrates were coated with �20-nm-thick polyimide align-
ing films �Nissan, RN-1266�, and only one of the substrates
was rubbed in one direction and sense. The sample cell was
mounted in an oven, the temperature of which was adjusted
by a temperature controller �Yokogawa, UP550� within an
accuracy of ±0.1 °C.

The micrograph captured in Sm-C* is shown in Fig. 9. In
the polarizing microscope observations, the smectic layer
normal was found to tilt by an angle of about 5° from the
rubbing direction due to the interface-induced electroclinic
effect. The optical axis is tilted by an angle of about 18° with
respect to the smectic layer normal ê. The sufficiently dark

FIG. 6. �Color online� Apparent order parameter �black circles�,
true order parameter �red thicker line�, and implied molecular tilt in
degrees �dotted blue line� for TSiKN65, in a homeotropic cell.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Comparison of the apparent order param-
eter measurements of TSiKN65 for homogeneous and homeotropic
configurations, obtained by IR absorbance.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Orientational apparent Sapp order param-
eter fitted to the McMillan model for the Sm-A phase of C7 and the
standard deviation for the Gaussian distribution of the molecular
fluctuations of the tilt as a function of temperature.
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and uniform texture observed in places free from white lines,
representing the zigzag defects, shows the realization of an
ideal surface stabilized ferroelectric state with the absence of
the helical structure. The polarized Raman measurements
were carried out on such a well-aligned area confirmed be-
forehand by polarizing microscopy. The Raman line at
1605 cm−1, assigned to the phenyl ring C-C stretching mode,
was used for probing the molecular orientational ordering.
The depolarization ratio of this Raman line in the isotropic
phase �iso� was found to be 0.383. Details of the experimen-
tal setup and the method of obtaining the apparent orienta-
tional order parameters �P2�app and �P4�app are described in
our previous papers �30,45�.

The apparent in-layer director tilt angle �app was deter-
mined from the direction giving the maximum value of the
parallel component of the polarized Raman intensity relative
to the smectic layer normal ê �30�. The results are plotted in
Fig. 10�a�. The apparent director tilt angle stays at almost
zero in Sm-A, jumps to �12° at the Sm-A-Sm-C* phase
transition temperature, and gradually becomes larger at lower
temperatures. The large discrepancy in the director tilt angle
between Fig. 10�a� and Fig. 1 of Ref. �50� must be due to the
presence of the ordinary vertical chevron structure �31� in the
homogeneous aligned sample cell. The small difference in
the director tilt angle determined from the Raman experi-
ments and the optical observations of the texture �cf. Figs. 9
and 10�a�� may be due to a small twist and splay deformation
of the in-layer director along the direction perpendicular to
the substrate plates, which is caused by the chevron structure
�31�. Figure 10�b� also shows the experimentally obtained
apparent orientational order parameters. The in-layer director
n̂ is tilted by � in a single direction in Sm-C* and is parallel
to the substrates if we neglect the aforementioned small twist
and splay deformation. The effect of chevron structure is

actually small as is shown in Sec. III. Typical errors in the
analysis for �P2� and �P4� from cheveron structure are esti-
mated to be equal to 0.03 and 0.05, respectively. Hence
�P2�measured and �P4�measured thus obtained could be regarded
as the real orientational order parameters �P2� and �P4�.
However, in the general case where the in-layer director
could be tilted in Sm-A phase �which is under consideration
here� and or there may be a cheveron structure in the cell,
these parameters could be termed as the apparent �P2�app and
�P4�app order parameters. Both �P2� and �P4� show tempera-
ture dependences similar to that already observed �31�.

III. DISCUSSION

In Sm-C* systems, both the real director tilt � and the
fluctuational molecular tilt � contribute to the apparent order

FIG. 9. �Color online� Micrograph image of the surface stabi-
lized state at 46 °C in Sm-C* for a 1.5-�m-thick sample cell con-
taining C7. The white thick bar at the left bottom corner shows
0.1 mm length. The horizontal and vertical edges of the photograph
are parallel to the polarizer and the analyzer of the microscope as
shown by the arrows marked by P and A. The arrows indicated by
R, LN, and O show the rubbing direction, layer normal, and optical
axis, respectively. Vertical slanting dark thick bar is the spacer in
between the two glass plates. The white lines are the borders of the
so-called zigzag defects. Only one of the two domains emerges in
the SSFLC cell without external field because only one of the cell
surfaces is rubbed with the cell being asymmetrical.

FIG. 10. �a� The apparent molecular tilt angle with respect to the
layer normal determined from Raman experiments on C7, �app, is
plotted versus temperature T. The angle with reference to the layer
normal is determined from the rotation angle where the Raman
intensity polarized parallel to the incident laser polarization direc-
tion shows the maximum. �b� Orientational order parameters ex-
perimentally obtained by polarized Raman spectroscopy as a func-
tion of T in Sm-A and C*. Solid and open circles denote �P2� and
�P4�, respectively. The lines are drawn as fits to Landau–de Gennes
equations �9� and �13� as given in the section on discussion.
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parameter �P2�app, obtained from IR spectroscopy in a ho-
meotropic cell, as expressed by Eq. �3�. If the orientational
order parameter �P2� obtained from polarized Raman spec-
troscopy of C7, as given in Fig. 10�b�, is the true molecular
orientational order parameter, we can obtain � as a function
of temperature by using Eq. �3�. The result shown in Fig. 11
�solid circles� is in good agreement with the one previously
obtained by Bahr and Heppke, using a high electric field
�50,51�. If we use the � thus obtained, then the apparent
orientational order parameter �P2�app determined by IR spec-
troscopy can be converted into the true �P2�. The result for
the apparent orientational order parameter, given in Fig. 5,
when corrected for the tilt angle, closely reproduces the cor-
responding �P2� determined by polarized Raman spectros-
copy. Thus, the temperature variations of real director tilt
angle � and of the molecular orientational order parameter
�P2� are consistent with each other. Consequently, the con-
ventional model for Sm-C* can satisfactorily describe the
properties of C7.

Now let us consider the two possible models for Sm-A.
The in-layer directors n̂ are parallel to the smectic layer nor-
mal ê in ordinary Sm-A, whereas it is tilted from ê by an
angle � and distributes randomly around ê to assure the
uniaxiality in de Vries Sm-A. Let us first assume that the
director tilt angle � does not change at the Sm-A-Sm-C*

phase transition. Since Sm-C* has �=20° just below the
phase transition from Sm-A, it is natural to consider that the
true molecular order parameters �P2� and �P4� do not change.
In the uniaxial de Vries Sm-A, the apparent order parameters
are related to the true molecular order parameters by follow-
ing equation:

�PL�app = PL�cos ���PL�, L = 2 and 4. �4�

This equation turns out to be rather similar and a generaliza-
tion of Eq. �3�. This is based on the concept that the in-layer
director is distributed on the cone at an angle of �. By using

Eq. �4� and assuming �P2�=0.75 and �P4�=0.62 as the mo-
lecular order parameters just below the Sm-A and Sm-C*

transition and for a cone angle of �=20°, we calculate the
apparent order parameters and obtain �P2�app=0.62 and
�P4�app=0.29. These are found to be much smaller than those
obtained using Raman spectroscopy in Sm-A. Clearly, the
assumption is not correct. In order for the results to agree
reasonably well, this would imply a much lower in-layer
director tilt angle in Sm-A. The in-layer director tilt angle �
in any case shows a discontinuous change at the phase tran-
sition. Let us consider conversely and try to calculate maxi-
mum possible � that can reproduce the observed �P2�app and
�P4�app in the Sm-A temperature region given in Fig. 10. For
the true molecular order parameters, we assume the largest
possible values �P2� and �P4�, which Sm-C* has just below
the Sm-A-Sm-C* phase transition. The result is given in Fig.
11 �open circles�. The in-layer director tilt angle � is found
to be considerably small in the Sm-A temperature region. If
we assume smaller values for �P2� and �P4�, � becomes even
much smaller in the temperature range of Sm-A.

Now let us return to the results of the IR measurements.
The original data A� /Aiso given in Fig. 2 clearly show a
decrease �open circles� in the Sm-A temperature region. In
other words, the corresponding Sapp��P2�app clearly shows
an increase in Fig. 5 with a reduction in temperature in
Sm-A phase. The simplest and most straightforward interpre-
tation is to consider ordinary Sm-A and to ascribe the de-
crease in A� /Aiso or the increase in Sapp��P2�app to the de-
crease of the fluctuational molecular tilt ��� with falling
temperature. By assuming the Gaussian distribution for the
tilt angle, we obtain the standard deviation of the tilt, 
, as a
function of temperature. The fluctuational amplitude 

shows a monotonic decrease as temperature decreases. We
clearly obtain a reasonable temperature dependence of 

over temperature range of Sm-A. We can also adopt Mc-
Millan model for Sm-A to reproduce the temperature depen-
dence of the order parameter Sapp. The solid line in Fig. 8 is
the prediction of the McMillan model with the positional
order parameter 	=0.34 at temperatures just above Sm-C* to
Sm-A transition and decreasing to zero at the Sm-A to iso
transition. Now the question that is left to answer is as to
whether it is meaningful or even necessary to introduce any
finite tilt of the in-layer directors in the Sm-A temperature
region. The answer, based on the experimental results, is
that the well-established ordinary Sm-A model, where the
in-layer director n̂ is parallel to the smectic layer normal
ê, appears to be satisfactory in understanding of the order
parameters obtained from IR and polarized Raman spectros-
copy for C7.

The differences in the results of the tilt angle in Fig. 10�a�
obtained using Raman spectroscopy and those in Fig. 11
�solid circles� using IR spectroscopy carried out on a homeo-
tropically aligned cell in Sm-C* may be due to the presence
of vertical cheveron structure in a homogeneously aligned
cell, and we would also like to evaluate the effect of such a
vertical chevron structure on �P2�app and �P4�app. The follow-
ing relations are derived from Fig. 12:

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of � in C7. The values in
open circles are calculated from Eq. �4� by taking the measured �P2�
and �P4� values from Fig. 10�b�. Values in solid circles are calcu-
lated using Eq. �3� as described in the text. The solid line is the
prediction of the Landau model for the Sm-C* phase �Eqs. �15� and
�16��.
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sin � sin �

cos �
= tan �chevron �5�

and

sin �app = sin � cos � . �6�

Here � is the true in-layer director tilt angle obtained from
IR measurements and �app is the apparent tilt angle deter-
mined from the angle which gives the maximum intensity of
the polarized Raman intensity Iz �Fig. 10�a��. From Eqs. �5�
and �6� the chevron angle is calculated as

tan �chevron =
�sin2 � − sin2 �app

cos �
. �7�

Figure 13 shows the calculated chevron angles. By assuming
that the twist and splay deformation of the in-layer directors
is uniform, the effect of the chevron structure is estimated to
be �+0.03 for �P2� and �+0.04 for �P4�, which are within
the error bars as shown in Fig. 10�b�.

The necessity of de Vries Sm-A originates from two ex-
perimental facts observed across the Sm-A-Sm-C �Sm-C*�
phase transition. One is the small change in the smectic layer
spacing in some compounds, and the other is the large in-
crease in the birefringence at the transition temperature as
well as a large increase in the birefringence with voltage in
Sm-A. It should be noted that the smectic layer is the density
wave and that almost all theoretical models could not a
priori predict the wavelength—i.e., the layer spacing. In our
opinion, it is too easy and too simplistic to ascribe the small
change in the smectic layer spacing to a re-identification of
the phase as de Vries Sm-A. This is particularly so in C7, the

compound studied here. The smectic layer spacing shows a
discontinuous change across the Sm-A-Sm-C* transition �of
1.1 Å, which is approximately 3%�, which that corresponds
to a 15° jump in the in-layer director tilt angle �52�. It is also
perhaps naive to consider that the spacing is determined by
the well-defined molecular length and its tilting as those by
rigid rods. There are so many factors which disturb this view.
In particular, there are counterexamples where the layer
spacing in a tilted phase becomes larger than that in the
Sm-A phase �53�.

Similarly, the large increase in the birefringence is not
so unexpected. The true molecular order parameters usually
become larger in Sm-C* �Sm-C� than in Sm-A because of the
coupling between � and �P2� and �P4�. Let us consider this
coupling rather in detail by using the Landau theory. The
free energy of the orientational order, FA, is assumed to
be expandable in terms of the orientational order parameter
S��P2� �9�:

FA = f0,A +
1

2
�A�T − T0,A

* �S2 +
1

3
bAS3 +

1

4
cAS4. �8�

Here T0,A
* is the hypothetical phase transition temperature

between isotropic and Sm-A, �A�0, bA0, and cA�0 are
the ordinary expansion coefficients describing the first-order
transition, and T the absolute temperature. Note that the po-
sitional order parameter and its coupling with the orienta-
tional order parameter are not considered explicitly and in-
cluded in the constant f0,A. The equilibrium values of S are
obtained by minimizing the free energy density:

S =
− bA + �bA

2 − 4aAcA�T − T0,A
* ��1/2

2cA
. �9�

The iso-Sm-A phase transition temperature is obtained by
substituting Eq. �9� into Eq. �8�:

TiA =
2bA

2 + 9aAcAT0,A
*

9aAcA
�10�

under the conditions of FA− f0,A=0 and �FA /�S=0. To ex-
tend the analysis, beyond the conventional �P2� theory, it is
possible to expand the energy in powers of other moments of
the orientational distribution function. For example, Luben-
sky and Radzihovsky �54� consider an expansion of the en-
ergy in powers of the first-, second-, and third-degree order
parameters and their various cross coupling. Similarly, we
extend our expansion of the energy to include powers of the
fourth-degree �U= �P4�� order parameter,

FU =
1

2
�A�T − TU

* �U2 +
1

3
gUU3 +

1

4
hUU4, �11�

and the lowest-order cross coupling terms

FSU =
1

2
mAS2U +

1

2
nASU2. �12�

Added together, these Eqs. �8�, �11�, and �12� form the
lowest-order Landau energy of the second- and fourth-degree
order parameters. This energy lacks any special symmetry: it
is not symmetrical with respect to the exchange of S with −S,

FIG. 12. Orientation of the local in-layer director at the align-
ment layer surface in chevron layer structure.

FIG. 13. Evaluated chevron layer tilt angle for the C7 cell.
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the exchange of U with −U, the exchange of S with U. Con-
sequently, the relationship of the equilibrium value of S to
the equilibrium value of U will also be devoid of any par-
ticular symmetry. Hence, if we make a Taylor expansion of
the equilibrium value of U in powers of S, we must expect
that the lowest-order term will be linear. Fitting our experi-
mental data to such a �lowest-order� linear relationship, we
find

�P4�  �0.68 ± 0.01��P2� . �13�

The orientational order parameters obtained experimentally
are reproduced by using Eqs. �9� and �13�. The best-fit results

are shown in Fig. 10�b� as solid lines, and the optimized
Landau expansion coefficients are summarized in Table I,
together with the ratio �P4� / �P2�=1/�A. The very large tem-
perature difference for the Iso-Sm-A phase transition, TiA

*

−TO,A=69.1 °C, may possibly result from the fact that, un-
like the analysis performed for Fig. 8, the positional order
parameter and its coupling with S have been neglected.

In describing the Sm-A-Sm-C* phase transition, the Lan-
dau free energy density is usually written in terms of the
in-layer director tilt angle �, after renormalizing the cou-
pling between � and spontaneous polarization PS �55�,

FC =
1

2
�C�T − T0,C

* ��2 +
1

4
bC�4 +

1

6
cC�6. �14�

Here T0,C
* is the hypothetical phase transition temperature

between Sm-A and Sm-C*, �C�0, bC0, and cC�0 are the
ordinary expansion coefficients describing the first-order
transition, and T the absolute temperature. Minimizing Eq.
�14�, the equilibrium value of � is obtained as

�2 =
− bC + �bC

2 − 4aCcC�T − T0,C
* ��1/2

2cC
. �15�

The Sm-A-Sm-C* phase transition temperature TAC is given
by substituting Eq. �15� into Eq. �14�:

TAC =
3bC

2 + 16aCcCT0,C
*

16aCcC
. �16�

The in-layer tilt angle � obtained experimentally is well re-
produced by using Eqs. �15� and �16�. The best-fit results are
shown in Fig. 11 as a solid line, and the optimized Landau
expansion coefficients are summarized in Table I.

It is clear from Fig. 14�a� that the orientational order pa-
rameters in the C phase, �P2�C and �P4�C, do not lie on the
best-fitted curves of the A-phase order parameters, �P2�A and
�P4�A. This proves that there exists a coupling between the
orientational order parameters and the in-layer director tilt �.
Using the orientational order parameters measured immedi-
ately above and below the Sm-A-Sm-C transition, let us de-
fine

�P2 = �P2�C − �P2�A, �17�

�P4 = �P4�C − �P4�A. �18�

On the basis of the same arguments as for Eq. �13�, we
expect �as a first approximation� a linear relationship be-
tween the quantities defined in Eqs. �17� and �18�. Fitting the
data, we thus obtain

�P4 = �1/�C��P2  �1.66 ± 0.06��P2. �19�

The problem of analyzing the coupling between the tilt �
and an orientational order parameter, like �P2�, is much more
complicated. A full analysis would require a coupling of the
orientational and positional order parameters, from which the
tilt should emerge to describe the relative orientation of the
symmetry axes of the two types of order. However, the ex-
isting Landau theoretical order parameters are inappropriate:
orientational order is described by a second-degree tensor,

TABLE I. Optimized Landau expansion coefficients and
parameters.

Sm-A Sm-C*

TiA �°C� 60.0 TAC �°C� 51.5

T0,A
* �°C� −9.1 T0,C

* �°C� 50.8

1/�A 0.68±0.01 1/�C 1.66±0.06

� 1.10±0.04

aA /cA 0.011±0.003 aC /cC 0.0024±0.0008

bA /cA −1.85±0.03 bC /cC −0.097±0.012

FIG. 14. �a� �P4� is plotted against �P2� and �b� �P2 is plotted
against �P4 for the material C7. The definitions of �P2 and �P4 are
given in the text.
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while the positional order parameter is a complex scalar �9�
and clearly one cannot obtain an orientationally nontrivial
coupling of any tensor with a scalar. Instead, we proceed
according to a symmetry argument. The ground state of the
Sm-A phase, about which we wish to make a Landau expan-
sion, has D� symmetry. This is the same symmetry as �P2�,
so all powers of �P2�, both odd and even, may be included in
the expansion. Conversely, as the tilt breaks the D� symme-
try, not all powers of � will be acceptable in the energy.
States with a tilt of either � or −� are physically indistin-
guishable, as one may be transformed into the other by ro-
tating the system about the layer normal axis by 180°. Con-
sequently, as �→−� is a symmetry operation for the
energy, all odd powers of � must be absent from the energy
and the lowest-order invariant in the expansion of �P2 in
powers of � will be quadratic:

�P2 = ��2. �20�

Fitting our data to these equations we find �=1.10±0.04.
Given this, we find that Eqs. �17�–�19� reproduce �P2�C and
�P4�C well, as illustrated in Fig. 14�b�. The important point is
that this proves that there exists a coupling between the in-
layer director tilt angle � and the true molecular order pa-
rameters �P2� and �P4�. Furthermore, we anticipate that this
coupling should be responsible for a large change in birefrin-
gence. We measure the birefringence change by using the
electroclinic effect—i.e., the electric-field-induced Sm-C*

�Fig. 15�. It should be noted that the large Goldstone-mode
fluctuations of the azimuthal angle � of the in-layer director,
which would otherwise be present, are completely sup-
pressed by the applied field and this suppression also results
in a large increase in birefringence with voltage. The large
value of birefringence in the Sm-C* phase of C7 at zero
applied field is unusual: normally one would expect the he-
lical structure to reduce the birefringence to almost zero. In
this case, we have unwound metastable domains in the
Sm-C*, which persist for some time after the Sm-A-Sm-C*

transition has taken place. We note that two much smaller

values of birefringence are measured �for zero applied field�
a short time later and at a lower temperature of between 42
and 44 °C, once the system has had some time to relax to-
wards it equilibrium structure.

IV. SUMMARY

Topical discussions taking place at international confer-
ences, symposia, and in the literature have suggested that the
Sm-A phase in compounds that show first order Sm-A to
Sm-C* transitions are possibly of the de Vries type. In this
type, the in-layer director is tilted from the smectic layer
normal ê by an angle of � but is distributed randomly
around ê on a cone to assure the uniaxiality of Sm-A. To
establish whether smectics with a first-order Sm-A-Sm-C*

must belong to the de Vries type we have investigated two
such materials: C7 and the organosiloxane TSiKN65. For
C7, our IR and Raman scattering results can be explained in
terms of a conventional Sm-A phase. The sudden increase in
the birefringence at the Sm-A to Sm-C* transition may arise
because of the jump in the orientational order parameter �P2�
which occurs because it is coupled to the tilt, which itself
undergoes a jump discontinuity at the transition to the
Sm-C* phase. The IR results in particular show that the in-
layer director in Sm-A, even at a microscopic level, is not
tilted with respect to the layer normal and that the tilt sud-
denly appears at the transition from Sm-A to Sm-C*. This is
further confirmed by the temperature dependence of the IR
absorbance across the temperature range of Sm-A phase.
The Raman scattering results allow us to calculate the
orientational order parameters �P2� and �P4�, and we have
investigated the couplings between them and between �P2�
and the tilt angle �. This latter coupling appears to be
responsible for the increase in the birefringence at the
transition to Sm-C*. Conversely, de Vries phases have been
shown to exist in some compounds �35–37,40,45,56� and
we can confirm TSiKN65 belongs to this list, as our IR ab-
sorbance results show very clear de Vries behavior for this
material. We conclude that IR and Raman spectroscopy can
play a central role in determining the existence of a de Vries
Sm-A phase, but that behavior such as a first-order Sm-A to
Sm-C* transition or a large change in the birefringence at this
transition, while necessary characteristics, are not sufficient
evidence to constitute proof that a particular material has a
de Vries phase.
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FIG. 15. �Color online� Birefringence of C7 measured at various
electric field strengths in the smectic A and C phases.
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